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In the heart of the French Jura watchmaking country, Pequignet Manufacture 

is an independent, luxury watch company. Pequignet Manufacture was able to 

rise to the challenge of creating its own manufacture movement which, for 

the first time in France, integrates all its Haute Horlogerie complications on 

a single main plate. 

The Calibre Royal was created: a calibre praised as exceptional in terms of 

performance, beauty and accuracy.
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It is not commonly known, but watchmaking was  

a French discipline until the Edict of Nantes was 

revoked in 1685, forcing two thousand Huguenots, 

the watchmakers to the king, to leave France… 

Throughout the 19th and 20th centuries, watchmaking 

was carried out in the Jura region: an area which is 

part Swiss, part French… The phenomenal rise of 

quartz between 1970 and 1975 swept away the 

remnants of French mechanical watchmaking.

However, despite all this, France has kept  
its connection to watchmaking alive : ten of 

thousands French experts on the border form  the largest  

contingent of “complete” watchmakers, the 

famed mechanical watch specialists… France 

has the greatest number of watchmaking schools 

and offers the most highly respected training in 

the world. Paradoxically, since LIP disappeared 

in 1975, there have not been any French 

manufactures making mechanical movements. 

France has kept its connection to watchmaking 

alive, but without an incarnation, without a 

manufacture. 

The Calibre Royal is truly the one and only 
Manufacture-produced Haute Horlogerie 
French calibre for more than 40 years.  

It was entirely designed and created in Pequignet’s 

Haute Horlogerie laboratories and workshops in 

Morteau, France. It is a completely innovative 

calibre, not merely a reorganisation of an existing 

base, which, for the first time in France, integrates 

all its Haute Horlogerie complications on a single 

main plate. It is the perfect marriage of complex 

Haute Horlogerie with elegance, symmetry and 

reliability. 

Since 2011, our Rue Royale model received a 

wealth of awards, including “Watch of the Year” in 

the Netherlands, Belgium, and Japan. The 

renowned magazines Chronos and Watch File 

recognised it as the Best Watch in 2014, beating 

competition from the best-known Swiss watch 

manufactures. Never before in the history of luxury 

watchmaking has such a distinction been awarded 

to a French manufacture.

Pequignet Manufacture is truly the face of the 
renaissance of French Haute Horlogerie.
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P  E  Q  U  I  G  N  E  T    M  A  N  U  F  A  C  T  U  R  E

French Haute Horlogerie
Located in Morteau since 1973, Pequignet is an 
authentic luxury brand dedicated to perpetuating 
watchmaking expertise. Five times winner of first 
prize at the Cadran d’Or awards in Paris for its 
Cameleone, Sorella and Moorea models, Pequignet 
is now largely known for its Ladies’ collections, 
admired all over the world for their creativity and 
timeless beauty.

In 2008, Pequignet opened its in-house Haute  
Horlogerie laboratory, equipped with the very 
latest technology, ably supported by the prodigious 
talents of its watch engineers. 

In 2010 and 2011, the company set up its manufacture 
workshops and unveiled its Calibre Royal 
collections. A French Haute Horlogerie manufacture 
was born, and the Lys Royal became its symbol.

Indeed, the high technology laboratory develops 
several movements of Haute Horlogerie in order to 
equip all the future timekeepers.

In 2014, Pequignet is certificated EPV (Living 
Heritage Company), a State label that distinguishes 
french companies with an excellent hand-made 
and industrial know-how.
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Pequignet,  
an independent French  
manufacture, houses light 
spacious workshops where  
the latest technology combines 
with  a passion for watchmaking. 
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P  E  Q  U  I  G  N  E  T    M  A  N  U  F  A  C  T  U  R  E

Laboratory and workshops

The Pequignet manufacture brand has an 
Haute Horlogerie laboratory fully incorporated 
into the company’s Morteau site.  
This laboratory houses the very latest in 
high-performance equipment: Variocouple 
instrument, Binoculars with exposures to 
100,000th second, 3D optical testing…

Design / Research & Development 
department.

The 318 components of the Calibre Royal  
are subject to a strict quality control check   
using a state-of-the-art technical system.
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P  E  Q  U  I  G  N  E  T    M  A  N  U  F  A  C  T  U  R  E

The Calibre Royal being produced  
in the manufacture workshops,  
which feature the brand’s colours. 

The dial of the Calibre Royal, featuring 
a “smile” formed by the large dual date 
window with triple instantaneous jump  
and large accurate moon phase. 

The elite atelier craftsmen draw inspiration 
from the tranquil, picturesque setting of the 
Jura mountains.
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All complications integrated
The Calibre Royal was entirely designed, prototyped, tested and assembled in Pequignet’s  
Haute Horlogerie laboratories in Morteau, France. Its creation required 279 technical drawings, 
318 components, of which 316 were created to plan by the Pequignet laboratory, 150 tools and 
component manufacturing matrices, and more than 20,000 dimensions… 
Benefiting from 8 international patents, the Pequignet Manufacture Calibre Royal is a true  
masterpiece of innovation!   

Reliability, accuracy and performance

- 21,600 vibrations/hour (3 Hz).

- Mechanism service life, oil durability, adhesion of 
lubricants.

- Large barrel, set to 88 hours.

- Initial force distribution by a large central barrel 
axis, inserted between 2 jewels.

- Linearity and stability of initial force.

- Exceptional isochronism range guaranteed for 
72 hours.

High inertia large balance with compensating 
screws and stud holder clamp to safeguard 
operation against impacts. The crossover bridge 
ensures robustness, stability and positioning 
precision, as well as impact resistance.
 

Elegance, visibility and accessibility

All complications - large date and day, 
power reserve indicator, moon phase and future 
complications - are and will be integrated into the 
initial main plate.
This integration ensures stability, reliability and 
harmony in a multiple complication calibre.
Multiple complications built into a 133/4 calibre 
with a height of just 5.88 mm, making for a  
highly elegant multiple complication watch.
High degree of open working over the entire 
regulating part, large balance, pallet fork and 
pallet wheel.
Observable winding system and power reserve 
differential.
Elegance of the movement thanks to the 
alignment of the large barrel, oscillating weight 
and large balance.
The escapement, barrel and automatic system  
enable independent and separate After-Sales 
servicing on each of the 3 parts.
Large mono-block tungsten carbide weight, offset 
for balance visibility, circulating on a peripheral 
runner.

C A L I B R E  R O Y A L
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8  I N T E R N A T I O N A L  P A T E N T S

A uniquely innovative calibre

Large barrel

A single large barrel provides a power 
reserve, ensuring a guaranteed run 
time of 88 hours, with an 
exceptional 72-hour display 
isochronism.
In an exceptional feature, the spring is 
wound by the barrel drum, while the 
initial force is distributed by a central 
barrel axis inserted between 2 jewels.  
This original distribution system 
provides perfect linearity and 
regularity of the movement driving 
force.

Automatic winding system

Dual direction winding.
Original system based on the principle 
of reversers, a reduced number of 
parts and improved general efficiency 
through reduction of normally 
encountered friction.
In-house designed bearing with balls.

Crown winding system

A unique system, by means of the 
winding stem alone, ensures remarkable 
reliability and accuracy of the winding 
& time setting functions and other 
corrections.
Exceptional manual winding 
system  declutching when the 
oscillating weight is in motion.
Despite the presence of an automatic 
winding system, the winding stem 
may be turned backwards by hand 
with ease.
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A uniquely innovative calibre

Balance-Spring

A large 4-arm diamond-polished 
balance, with high inertia, ensures 
accuracy and regularity. This large 
balance also provides resistance to 
impacts, interference, and single or  
simultaneous activation of one or more 
complications. Central protection via 
damper system.
The laboratory opted for a highly 
specialised frequency of 21,600 
vibrations/hour (3 Hz) to ensure 
regulating part reliability and service 
life. These technical reliability 
characteristics make for longer 
intervals between After-Sales 
overhauls and servicing.
Adjustment via compensating screws 
with in-house stud holder, including a 
lock strip providing impact resistance.
Balance crossover bridge providing 
positioning stability and impact 
resistance. Also available in Breguet 
hairspring version.

Power reserve

The power reserve system also 
contributes to the reliability objective, 
through a reduced number of 
parts. This unique system offers 
simplification and reliability.

88-hour power reserve

Large date and day

Double large date and day window, 
with no amplitude loss upon 
activation. This all-new system, 
unique worldwide, ensures accuracy, 
reliability and easy correction 
operations. 
3-disc date and day with instantaneous 
jump, correction via the crown with 
no corrector, irrespective of the 
position of the hands.

No prohibited zone: the date and day 
can be set at any time without risk of 
damaging the mechanism.
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RUE ROYALE
Automatic watch equipped with Calibre Royal manufacture movement, 

symbolising a renaissance in manufacture-based French Haute Horlogerie.

Calibre Royal
- 21,600 vibrations/hour (3 Hz). Dual direction automatic winding. Initial force distribution by a 
central barrel axis.  Large balance with compensating screws.  

- Large date and day with no amplitude loss upon activation. Unique system  
for exceptional reliability and accuracy.  Integrated complications.

- 88-hour power reserve design, guaranteeing an exceptional 72-hour isochronism.

- Large accurate moon phase at 6 o’clock, integrated complications. Small seconds  
at 4 o’clock symmetrical to power reserve. 

- Movement finish: bridges and main plate circular-grained and snailed, with Côtes de 
Genève.  

- Oscillating weight with sunray finish and rhodium plating, gilt Lys logo.

The uniquely integrated design of the movement allows perfect synergy 

between the complications and time display resulting in a distinguished, 

elegant timepiece.
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Available with date display in english

16

RUE ROYALE 9010437 CG

Case 
42 mm, 316L Steel.
Polished steel finish.
Case-back secured by 6 screws with polished heads.
Non-reflecting sapphire crystal and case-back.
Water resistance 50 meters.

Dial 
Silvered guilloché.
Blued appliques. 
Chapter ring and small seconds with fine circular satin finish,  
black transferred Roman numerals, dotted thread.
Power reserve in circular satin-finished cartouche.
Pequignet marked blued steel hands. 

Strap 
Large-scaled chestnut alligator strap, beaded,  
ardillon buckle with relief Lys logo.

Available in black Alligator
9010437 CN



Available with date display in english
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RUE ROYALE 9010433 CG 

Case 
42 mm, 316L Steel. 
Polished steel finish.
Case-back secured by 6 screws with polished heads.
Non-reflecting sapphire crystal and case-back.
Water resistance 50 meters.

Dial 
Silvered Opaline.
Fine snailed small seconds.
Recessed Power Reserve and Moon Phase. 
Rhodium-plated applique chapter ring and logo.
Rhodium-plated applique dual window.
Steel hands.

Strap 
Large-scaled chestnut alligator strap, beaded,  
ardillon buckle with relief Lys logo.

Available in black Alligator
9010433 CN
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Available with date display in english

RUE ROYALE 9010443 CN 

Case 
42 mm, 316L Steel. 
Polished steel finish.
Case-back secured by 6 screws with polished heads.
Non-reflecting sapphire crystal and case-back.
Water resistance 50 meters.

Dial 
Black Opaline.
Fine snailed small seconds.
Recessed Power Reserve and Moon Phase. 
Rhodium-plated applique chapter ring and logo.
Rhodium-plated applique dual window.
Steel hands.

Strap 
Large-scaled black alligator strap, beaded,  
ardillon buckle with relief Lys logo.
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Available with date display in english

RUE ROYALE 9010543 CN 

Case 
42 mm, 316L Steel. 
Polished steel finish.
Case-back secured by 6 screws with polished heads.
Non-reflecting sapphire crystal and case-back.
Water resistance 50 meters.

Dial 
Coal Black.
Rhodium-plated and Luminova applique chapter ring and logo.
Rhodium-plated applique small seconds and Power Reserve.
Recessed moon phase.
Rhodium-plated applique dual window.
Dauphine diamond-polished steel and Luminova hour and minute hands.
Small seconds and Power Reserve hands in blued steel.

Strap 
Large-scaled black alligator strap, beaded, ardillon buckle with relief  
Lys logo.
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Available with date display in english

20

RUE ROYALE 9011438 CG 

Case 
42 mm, 3N18 yellow Gold ( Weight of gold around 62 g).
Polished finish.
Solid Gold crown relief logo Lys.
Case-back secured by 6 Gold screws with polished heads.
Non-reflecting sapphire crystal and case-back.
Water resistance 50 meters.

Dial 
Silvered Opaline.
Gilt applique chapter ring and logo.
Recessed Power Reserve and Moon Phase.
Fine snailed small seconds.
Gilt applique dual window.
Gilt steel hands. 

Strap 
Large-scaled chestnut alligator strap, beaded and hand-stitched,  
ardillon buckle with 3N18 yellow Gold relief Lys logo. Available in black Alligator

( Weight of gold around 62 g)

9011438 CN



Available with date display in english
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RUE ROYALE 9011448 CN

Case
42 mm, 3N18 yellow Gold ( Weight of gold around 62 g).
Polished finish.
Solid Golg crown relief logo Lys.
Case-back secured by 6 Golg screws with polished heads.
Non-reflecting sapphire crystal and case-back.
Water resistant to 50 meters.

Dial
Coal Black.
Gilt and Luminova applique chapter ring and logo.
Gilt applique small seconds and Power Reserve.
Recessed moon phase.
Gilt applique dual window.
Dauphine gilt and Luminova hour and minute hands.
Gilt small seconds and Power Reserve hands.

Strap
Large-scaled black alligator, beaded, hand-stitched.
Available with ardillon buckle with 3N18 yellow Golg relief Lys logo.
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Available with date display in english

22

RUE ROYALE 9011538 CG 

Case 
42 mm, 5N18 red Gold ( Weight of gold around 60,5g).
Polished finish.
Solid Gold crown relief logo Lys.
Case-back secured by 6 Gold screws with polished heads.
Non-reflecting sapphire crystal and case-back.
Water resistance 50 meters.

Dial 
Silvered Opaline.
Gilt applique chapter ring and logo.
Recessed Power Reserve and Moon Phase.
Fine snailed small seconds.
Gilt applique dual window.
Gilt steel hands.

Strap 
Large-scaled chestnut alligator strap, beaded and hand-stitched,  
ardillon buckle with 5N18 red Gold relief Lys logo.



Available with date display in english
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RUE ROYALE 9011548 CN

Case 
42 mm, 5N18 red Gold ( Weight of gold around 60,5g).
Polished finish.
Solid Gold crown relief logo Lys.
Case-back secured by 6 Gold screws with polished heads.
Non-reflecting sapphire crystal and case-back.
Water resistance 50 meters.

Dial 
Coal Black.
Gilt and Luminova applique chapter ring and logo.
Gilt applique small seconds and Power Reserve.
Recessed moon phase.
Gilt applique dual window.
Dauphine gilt and Luminova hour and minute hands.
Gilt small seconds and Power Reserve hands. 

Strap 
Large-scaled black alligator strap, beaded and hand-stitched, ardillon buckle with  
5N18 red Gold relief Lys logo.
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RUE ROYALE 9010143 CN

Case
42 mm, 316L Steel.
Polished steel finish.
Case-back secured by 6 screws with polished heads.
Non-reflecting sapphire crystal and case-back.
Water resistance 50 meters.

Dial
Black Opaline.
Fine snailed small seconds.
Recessed Power Reserve.
Rhodium-plated applique chapter ring and logo.
Steel hands.

Strap
Large-scaled black alligator strap, beaded, ardillon buckle with relief Lys logo



Available with date display in english
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RUE ROYALE 9010243 CN

Case
42 mm, 316L Steel.
Polished steel finish.
Case-back secured by 6 screws with polished heads.
Non-reflecting sapphire crystal and case-back.
Water resistance 50 meters.

Dial
Black Opaline.
Fine snailed small seconds.
Recessed Power Reserve.
Rhodium-plated applique chapter ring and logo.
Rhodium-plated applique dual window.
Steel hands.

Strap
Large-scaled black alligator strap, beaded, ardillon buckle with relief Lys logo.
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RUE ROYALE 9010133 CG

Case
42 mm, 316L Steel.
Polished steel finish.
Case-back secured by 6 screws with polished heads.
Non-reflecting sapphire crystal and case-back.
Water resistance 50 meters.

Dial
Silvered Opaline.
Fine snailed small seconds.
Recessed Power Reserve.
Rhodium-plated applique chapter ring and logo.
Steel hands.

Strap
Large-scaled chesnust alligator strap, beaded, ardillon buckle with relief Lys logo.



Available with date display in english
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RUE ROYALE 9010233 CG

Case
42 mm, 316L Steel.
Polished steel finish.
Case-back secured by 6 screws with polished heads.
Non-reflecting sapphire crystal and case-back.
Water resistance 50 meters.

Dial
Silvered Opaline.
Fine snailed small seconds.
Recessed Power Reserve.
Rhodium-plated applique chapter ring and logo.
Rhodium-plated applique dual window.
Steel hands.

Strap
Large-scaled chesnust alligator strap, beaded, ardillon buckle with relief Lys logo.
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PARIS ROYAL
Automatic watch equipped with Calibre Royal manufacture movement, 

symbolising a renaissance in manufacture-based French Haute Horlogerie.

Calibre Royal
- 21,600 vibrations/hour (3 Hz). Dual direction automatic winding. Initial force distribution by a 
central barrel axis.  Large balance with compensating screws.  

- Large date and day with no amplitude loss upon activation. Unique system  
for exceptional reliability and accuracy.  Integrated complications.

- 88-hour power reserve design, guaranteeing an exceptional 72-hour isochronism.

- Large accurate moon phase at 6 o’clock, integrated complications. Small seconds  
at 4 o’clock symmetrical to power reserve. 

- Movement finish: bridges and main plate circular-grained and snailed, with Côtes de 
Genève.  

- Oscillating weight with sunray finish and rhodium plating, gilt Lys logo.

The uniquely integrated design of the movement allows perfect synergy 

between the complications and time display resulting in a distinguished, 

elegant timepiece.
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Available with date display in english

30

PARIS ROYAL 9007443 CN

Case
41 mm, 316L Steel.
Polished case finish, case middle hoop polished/satin-finished  
with micro-blasted grooves.
Case body with overlaid lug arms.
Screw-in bezel.
Case-back secured by 4 screws with polished heads.
Silver crown relief Lys logo.
Non-reflecting sapphire crystal case-back and crystal bezel.
Direct middle casing.
Water resistance 50 meters.

Dial
Black Opaline, facetted dual window.
Small seconds and power reserve with black fine snailed finish.
Black, rhodium-plated horizontal moon phase.
Rhodium-plated applique antique Arabic numeral chapter ring and Lys logo.
Pequignet marked polished steel hands.

Strap
Large-scaled black alligator strap, beaded, ardillon buckle with relief Lys logo.

Available in guilloché 
version, blued steel hands
9007437 CG



Available with date display in english
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PARIS ROYAL 9001438 CG

Case 
41 mm, 3N18 yellow Gold ( Weight of gold around 67g).
Polished/diamond-polished case finish, case middle hoop polished/satin-finished  
with micro-blasted grooves.
Case body with overlaid lug arms.
Screw-in bezel.
Solid Gold crown relief logo Lys.
Non-reflecting sapphire crystal. 
Case-back with non-reflecting sapphire crystal,  
secured by four 3N18 Gold screws, milled engraving.
Direct middle casing.
Water resistance 50 meters.

Dial 
Silvered Opaline, chapter ring with gilt appliques, gilt applique logo.
Power reserve and small seconds in snail pattern, faceted windows.
Pequignet marked gilt steel hands. 

Strap 
Large-scaled chestnut alligator strap, beaded and hand-stitched,  
ardillon buckle with 3N18 Gold relief Lys logo.

Available with white Gold 
case and black dial
( Weight of gold around 69g)

9000443 CN
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ROYAL GRAND SPORT
Automatic watch equipped with Calibre Royal manufacture movement,  

symbolising a renaissance in manufacture-based French Haute Horlogerie.

Calibre Royal
- 21,600 vibrations/hour (3 Hz). Dual direction automatic winding. Initial force distribution by a 
central barrel axis.  Large balance with compensating screws.  

- Large date and day with no amplitude loss upon activation. Unique system  
for exceptional reliability and accuracy.  Integrated complications.

- 88-hour power reserve design, guaranteeing an exceptional 72-hour isochronism.

- Large accurate moon phase at 6 o’clock, integrated complications. Small seconds  
at 4 o’clock symmetrical to power reserve. 

- Movement finish: bridges and main plate circular-grained and snailed, with Côtes de 
Genève.  

- Oscillating weight with sunray finish and rhodium plating, gilt Lys logo.

Complexity becomes simplicity; technology discreetly and majestically gives 

way to elegance.
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Available with date display in english

34

ROYAL GRAND SPORT 9030233 CG

Case
44 mm, 316L Steel.
Fully polished finish.
Case-back secured by 6 screws with polished heads.
Non-reflecting sapphire crystal case-back and crystal bezel.
Crown with relief Lys logo.
Water resistance 50 meters.

Dial
Silvered Opaline, facetted dual window.
Small seconds and power reserve with fine snailed finish.
Rhodium-plated applique Arabic numeral chapter ring and Lys logo.
Polished steel hands.

Strap
Large-scaled chestnut alligator strap, beaded, ardillon buckle with relief Lys logo.



Available with date display in english

35

ROYAL GRAND SPORT 9030243 CN

Case
44 mm, 316L Steel.
Fully polished finish.
Case-back secured by 6 screws with polished heads.
Non-reflecting sapphire crystal case-back and crystal bezel.
Crown with relief Lys logo.
Water resistance 50 meters.

Dial
Black Opaline, facetted dual window.
Small seconds and power reserve with fine snailed finish.
Rhodium-plated applique Arabic numeral chapter ring and Lys logo.
Polished steel hands.

Strap
Large-scaled black alligator strap, beaded, ardillon buckle with relief Lys logo.
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Available with date display in english

36

ROYAL GRAND SPORT 9030443 CN 

Case
44 mm, 316L Steel.
Fully polished finish.
Case-back secured by 6 screws with polished heads.
Non-reflecting sapphire crystal case-back and crystal bezel.
Crown with relief Lys logo.
Water resistance 50 meters.

Dial
Black Opaline, facetted dual window.
Small seconds and power reserve with fine snailed finish.
Black rhodium-plated moon phase.
Rhodium-plated applique Arabic numeral chapter ring and Lys logo.
Polished steel hands.

Strap
Large-scaled black alligator strap, beaded,  
ardillon buckle with relief Lys logo.



Available with date display in english
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ROYAL GRAND SPORT 9030433 CG 

Case
44 mm, 316L Steel.
Fully polished finish.
Case-back secured by 6 screws with polished heads.
Non-reflecting sapphire crystal case-back and crystal bezel.
Crown with relief Lys logo.
Water resistance 50 meters.

Dial
Silvered Opaline, facetted dual window.
Small seconds and power reserve with fine snailed finish.
Blued, rhodium-plated moon phase.
Rhodium-plated applique Arabic numeral chapter ring and Lys logo.
Polished steel hands.

Strap
Large-scaled chestnut alligator strap, beaded,  
ardillon buckle with relief Lys logo.

Available in black Alligator
9030433 CN
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Available with date display in english

38

ROYAL GRAND SPORT 9030438 CG 

Case
44 mm, 316L Steel.
Fully polished finish.
Case-back secured by 6 screws with polished heads.
Non-reflecting sapphire crystal case-back and crystal bezel.
Crown with relief Lys logo.
Water resistance 50 meters.

Dial
Silvered Opaline, facetted dual window.
Small seconds and power reserve with fine snailed finish.
Blued 2N gilt moon phase.
2N gilt applique Arabic numeral chapter ring and Lys logo.
Gilt hands.

Strap
Large-scaled chestnut alligator strap, beaded.
Available with deployant buckle with relief Lys logo.

Available in black Alligator
9030438 CN



Available with date display in english
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ROYAL GRAND SPORT 9030643 CN

Case
44 mm, 316L Steel.
Fully polished finish.
Case-back secured by 6 screws with polished heads.
Non-reflecting sapphire crystal case-back and crystal bezel.
Crown with relief Lys logo.
Water resistance 50 meters.

Dial
Black, dual window.
White transferred small seconds and power reserve.
Rhodium-plated applique hemispherical chapter ring.
Polished steel hands.

Strap
Large-scaled black alligator strap, beaded, ardillon buckle with relief Lys logo.
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ROYALE 300
Automatic watch equipped with Calibre Royal manufacture movement, 

symbolising a renaissance in manufacture-based French Haute Horlogerie.

Calibre Royal
- 21,600 vibrations/hour (3 Hz). Dual direction automatic winding. Initial force distribution by 
a central barrel axis.  Large balance with compensating screws.  

- 88-hour power reserve design, guaranteeing an exceptional 72-hour isochronism.

- Movement finish: bridges and main plate circular-grained and snailed, with Côtes de 
Genève.  

- Oscillating weight with sunray finish and rhodium plating, gilt Lys logo.

This new Manufacture diver’s watch from Pequignet is the perfect 

combination between elegance, performance and technology with a 

contemporary style.
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ROYALE 300 9050443/30

Case  
43mm.
Polished and satin finish.
Swing bezel unidirectional rubber-moulded Vulcamix patented, 
billight capsule Luminova at 12 o’clock.
Non reflecting multiplayer sapphire crystal bezel.
Water-resistant to 300 meters.

Dial  
Small seconds and 88-hour power-reserve.
Luminova hands Pequignet marked.
Patented crown ¼ turn, simplified screwing with Lys logo.
Sport multiple levels dial with Luminova applique chapter ring.

Strap 
Black piece rubber with Lys logo in relief, double folding buckle. Available in blue

9050473/36



43

ROYALE 300 9050343/39

Case  
43mm.
Polished and satin finish.
Swing bezel unidirectional rubber-moulded Vulcamix patented, 
billight capsule Luminova at 12 o’clock.
Non reflecting multiplayer sapphire crystal bezel.
Water-resistant to 300 meters.

Dial  
Small seconds and 88-hour power-reserve.
Luminova hands Pequignet marked.
Patented crown ¼ turn, simplified screwing with Lys logo.
Sport multiple levels dial with Luminova applique chapter ring.

Strap 
Orange piece rubber with Lys logo in relief, double folding buckle.

Available in black
9050343/30
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ROYALE TITANE
Automatic watch equipped with Calibre Royal manufacture movement, 

symbolising a renaissance in manufacture-based French Haute Horlogerie.

Calibre Royal
- 21,600 vibrations/hour (3 Hz). Dual direction automatic winding. Initial force distribution by a 
central barrel axis.  Large balance with compensating screws.  

- Large date and day with no amplitude loss upon activation. Unique system  
for exceptional reliability and accuracy.  Integrated complications.

- 88-hour power reserve design, guaranteeing an exceptional 72-hour isochronism.

- Movement finish: bridges and main plate circular-grained and snailed, with Côtes de 
Genève.  

- Oscillating weight with sunray finish and rhodium plating, gilt Lys logo.

This new model from Manufacture Pequignet, with its distinguished profile, 

combines fine craftsmanship, performance and elegance with «Pilot» styling.
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Available with date display in english

ROYALE TITANE 9032733/30

Case
44 mm, titanium.
Brushed finish.
Case-back secured by 6 titanium screws.
Non-reflecting sapphire crystal bezel and case-back.
Titanium crown with relief Lys logo.
Water resistant to 50 meters.

Dial
Charcoal grey sunray, double window.
Small seconds and power reserve.
Applique hour ring with cloisonné Luminova.
Super Luminova hands.

Strap
Black vulcanised rubber strap with Lys, double-folding steel/titanium buckle  
with Lys logo.
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Available with date display in english

ROYALE TITANE 9032713/30

Case
44 mm, titanium.
Brushed finish.
Case-back secured by 6 titanium screws.
Non-reflecting sapphire crystal bezel and case-back.
Titanium crown with relief Lys logo.
Water resistant to 50 meters.

Dial
White.
Small seconds and power reserve.
Applique hour ring with cloisonné Luminova.
Super Luminova hands.

Strap
Black vulcanised rubber strap with Lys, double-folding steel/titanium buckle  
with Lys logo.
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ROYALE TITANE 9032883/38

Case
44 mm, titanium.
Brushed finish.
Case-back secured by 6 titanium screws.
Non-reflecting sapphire crystal bezel and case-back.
Titanium crown with relief Lys logo.
Water resistant to 50 meters.

Dial
Brown sunray.
Small seconds and power reserve.
Applique hour ring with cloisonné Luminova.
Super Luminova hands.

Strap
Brown vulcanised rubber strap with Lys, double-folding steel/titanium buckle  
with Lys logo.
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ROYALE TITANE 9032843/30

Case
44 mm, titanium.
Brushed finish.
Case-back secured by 6 titanium screws.
Non-reflecting sapphire crystal bezel and case-back.
Titanium crown with relief Lys logo.
Water resistant to 50 meters.

Dial
Black.
Small seconds and power reserve.
Applique hour ring with cloisonné Luminova.
Super Luminova hands.

Strap
Black vulcanised rubber strap with Lys, double-folding steel/titanium buckle  
with Lys logo.
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ROYAL TRIOMPHE
Automatic watch equipped with Calibre Royal manufacture movement, 

symbolising a renaissance in manufacture-based French Haute Horlogerie.

Calibre Royal
- 21,600 vibrations/hour (3 Hz). Dual direction automatic winding. Initial force distribution by 
a central barrel axis.  Large balance with compensating screws.  

- Large date and day with no amplitude loss upon activation. Unique system  
for exceptional reliability and accuracy.  Integrated complications.

- 88-hour power reserve design, guaranteeing an exceptional 72-hour isochronism.

- Movement finish: bridges and main plate circular-grained and snailed, with Côtes de 
Genève.  

- Oscillating weight with sunray finish and rhodium plating, gilt Lys logo.

The uniquely integrated design of the movement allows perfect synergy 

between the complications, blending with the historical Moorea collection in 

a highly assertive sporty style.
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ROYAL TRIOMPHE 9020448/30

Case  
44 mm.
Titanium middle and case-back, with sand-blasted black coating (Weight of gold around 10g).
5N18 red Gold and black titanium bezel.
Case-back secured by 4 screws.
Red Gold screw-in crown with black rubber Lys logo in relief.
5N18 red Gold Pequignet strip, horizontal brushed, secured by 2 black screws.
Non-reflecting sapphire crystal and case-back. 
Water resistance 100 meters.

Dial  
Carbon fibre.
Black Opaline, Luminova and gilt appliques and logo.
Power reserve, small seconds and windows with overlaid gilt appliques.
Skeleton gilt steel hour and minute hands, with white Luminova.
Small seconds and Power Reserve hands in red-coated steel.

Strap 
Flexible black rubber strap with Lys logo in relief,  
speckled with 5N18 red Gold Moorea links, double folding buckle.

Available with black treated 
titanium grains
(Weight of gold around 5g)

9021448/30Available with date display in english
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ROYAL TRIOMPHE 9020448

Case 
44 mm.
Titanium middle and case-back, with sand-blasted black coating (Weight of gold around 27g).
5N18 red Gold and black titanium bezel.
Case-back secured by 4 screws.
Red Gold screw-in crown with black rubber Lys logo in relief.
5N18 red Gold Pequignet strip, horizontal brushed, secured by 2 black screws.
Non-reflecting sapphire crystal and case-back. 
Water resistance 100 meters.

Dial 
Carbon fibre.
Black Opaline, Luminova and gilt appliques and logo.
Power reserve, small seconds and windows with overlaid gilt appliques.
Skeleton gilt steel hour and minute hands, with white Luminova.
Small seconds and Power Reserve hands in red-coated steel.

Bracelet
Black-coated titanium bracelet with satin-finished 5N18 red Gold links. Available with black treated 

titanium grains
(Weight of gold around 5g)

9021448Available with date display in english
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